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ANNOUNCEMENT
Next week, we look forward to sharing something very exciting that will make a major difference in advancing the nuclear debate.

Please stay tuned to your inbox and our social media channels to find out first.

German politicians caught 
fabricating documents to justify 
Germany's nuclear phaseout
In April 2023 Germany shut down their last 3 nuclear 
power plants.

At the time 59% of Germans opposed the nuclear shutdown with only 34% in support.

In recent days it has been alleged that junior Green Ministers in the German government (Patrick Graichen and 
Stefan Tidow) rewrote documents from experts because the experts argued that the nuclear power plant's 
lifetime should be extended.

Without nuclear, Germany has been stuck with some of the highest emissions and highest power prices in all of 
Europe. Compare that to their France neighbour which get 99% of their power from low carbon sources, 65% 
of that comes from nuclear (which is often exported to Germany!).

Germany is currently the only member of the G20 which doesn't have nuclear power or isn't moving towards it 
(watch this space).
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It is also the only member of the G7 which doesn't have nuclear power. This is particularly interesting 
considering that a few days ago the G7 released a communique in support of nuclear.

Let's not end up like Germany.

Instead, let's follow the lead of the world's leading economies and embrace nuclear power.

I'll help lift the nuclear bans ▷ 

Introducing Stuart Parr

Meet Stuart Parr.

Today we're thrilled to announce that Stuart Parr has joined Nuclear for Australia's expert group.

Stuart is a radiation expert.

He is a Nuclear Safety Committee Member to the Radiation Health Committee at ARPANSA, an Executive 
Committee Member of ARPS and a Senior Consultant with Frazer-Nash Consultancy.

Following the launch of our 'Facts Not Politics' campaign, Stuart will assist in our efforts to reset the nuclear 
debate with a facts-first approach.

Support our work today:

Support our 'Facts Not Politics' campaign ▷ 

Nuclear News

Silicon Valley finds its silver bullet in a 
desperate race for energy

Tech giants bet on a nuclear revival to power the supercomputer revolution.

Read the full article from the Telegraph
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‘Infuriated’: Mali blasts nuclear NIMBYS and culture warriors

Peter Malinauskas says left and right wing culture warriors are doing Australia a disservice as they put their 
ideology before the national interest.

Read the full article from Adelaide Now

Vogtle Unit 4 Achieves Commercial Operation, Now Largest Nuclear 
Power Plant in the U.S.

The road was long and the challenges difficult, but Plant Vogtle is now the largest nuclear power plant in the 
U.S., as Unit 4 was declared commercially operational on April 29. With four units now available, Plant Vogtle 
has the capacity to generate a total of about 4,664 MW of electricity.

Read the full article from Power Magazine

Thank you for your ongoing support. We look forward to sharing our exciting update next week.

Kind Regards,

Will Shackel
Founder of Nuclear for Australia
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Let's lift the nuclear bans
I'll help make nuclear power a reality ▷ 
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